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Well, it looks like you've wound up at Public School #238, the only public school for meta-prodigies, a.k.a. 
kids with superpowers. You'll spend ten years learning to master your new abilities, saving or threatening 
the world, making friends, and receiving an education appropriate for your level of learning (No point in 
giving super-genii the standard fifth-grade treatment, right?). 
You now have 1000 CP 
Place: 
Since this jump is about PS238 you're going to be going to PS238 and living in Wonderberg, unless you 
have an excellent way to commute long distances. 
Background, Age, and Gender: 
If you're going to be attending PS 238 you're going to need both a Home Life and a Homeroom. Every 
Home Life other than Drop-In grants a body of your gender 1d8+4 years old, with that many years of 
memories. If you wish, you may pay 50 CP to choose either your gender or your age instead of rolling. 

Home Life 
Drop-In: Free! 
Suddenly you find yourself wearing a ludicrous costume, shaking hands with a man wearing a rather 
technological looking headband. “Welcome aboard ‘Jumper,’ I think you'll find a PS238 a good challenge 
for someone of your unique and varied abilities.” You may not take a Homeroom; you are now a member 
of the teaching staff. You’re stuck with whatever your age and body were at the end of your last Jump. 

Dorm Orphan: Free! 
You don't get a home life, you don't get a family, you've spent your entire life in one miserable foster home 
after another; it’s been a pretty nasty time. But these people seem nice and you have superpowers now, so 
that's something, right? 

Heroic/Villainous Legacy: 50 CP 
You are the child of a hero or villain of this world, and as luck would have it their principal antagonist has a 
kid attending school alongside you. Depending on how you handle it might be hard remaining out of 
trouble from your inherited rivalry, or you might manage to end the feud with your friendship. You gain a 
much more detailed and involved knowledge of the world of supers, better control of your powers since 
your family has had to learn how to handle their own abilities and has helped you learn yours, and your 
support network is much more able to handle the rigors of the active meta-human lifestyle. 

Average Folks: 50 CP 



You come from a perfectly normal American family. You are the first super of your line and can expect a fair 
amount of comfort, love and support. Just remember that the “Iron Wear” clothing that even low-end 
superhero outfits are made of is still very expensive and your parents might not have such an easy time 
replacing it. 

We've Got Each Other, and That's Enough: 50 CP 
You come from a rather impoverished, but quite loving and involved family. You have a combination of 
parents who somehow managed to get a home-cooked meal for dinner every night, who genuinely care 
about you and your happiness, and who will do everything they can to keep you safe, loved, warm and 
secure. The constant rounds of games (from thrift stores), museum trips (whenever there is a free day), 
public library runs, genuine phrase and hugs, more than make up for the fact that you'll never be able to 
afford so much as a cable bill. 

Poor Little Rich Kid: 100 CP 
Your family has quite some money from sources legitimate or otherwise and so you do as well. Your 
weekly allowance is about $2,000, but your family is quite distant and has very high expectations of you, 
seeing you as an investment in addition to being their kid. 

Homerooms 
Detention: Free! 
Well, it looks like you'll be spending homeroom in detention! Maybe you can't keep yourself out of trouble, 
maybe someone very important has an eye on you because of your mysterious powers from other worlds, 
or maybe you have received a terrible threat and they don't want to worry you, but they still need to keep 
an eye on you. Whatever the reason, you won't be allowed to socialize or have fun, you're stuck working 
quietly behind a desk until the class bell rings. 

Wayne Miller, The Human Alloy: 50 CP 
He is a nice enough guy, but he is not quite used to teaching yet and he can get pretty excited about geeky 
stuff, definitely a positive educational experience, if not an incredibly productive one. 

Madam Vashti: 50 CP 
A mistress of the mystic arts, Madam Vashti is a fair and balanced woman who genuinely wants to teach 
the wonders of magic to her students. 

Herschel Clay: 50 CP 
Don't let his shade-tree mechanic act fool you, Herschel one of the greatest living minds on the planet or 
off it. Semiretired exoskeleton-clad superhero and multimillionaire founder of Clay Industries, Herschel 
Clay is the teacher of the hyper-intelligent and mainly runs the shop class at PS 238. 

Cristina Kyle: 100 CP, Discount Heroic/Villainous Legacy 
This is where the excitement is, you're sure to get into hijinks anywhere you wind up. Miss Kyle's class is 
always at the center of the action and Miss Kyle herself is a great teacher with plenty of patience and 
experience. 

Skills and Powers: 
Mystery of the Mask: Free! 



There's something about a costumed identity that changes people's unconscious perceptions of a person, 
even a person they know quite well, that keeps them from recognizing them. Why, you could even fool 
your own parents by putting on a helmet and some shoulder pads, just remember this doesn’t work on 
folks you were to purposely reveal your identity to them. 

Happy and Content: 100 CP, Free We've Got Each Other, and That's Enough. 
Even after all the hardships you've endured, all the suffering you've been through, all the horrors and 
losses you faced, you are happy and content with yourself and your life. You can adapt to major life 
changes and withstand immense amount of stressors before you start to feel down. Even if you move on to 
a new life into a new body, you still will remain happy and content. 

Born to Privilege: 200 CP, Free Poor Little Rich Kid, Not Available We've Got Each Other, and That's 
Enough, Dorm Orphans, and Drop-Ins 
You're a natural debutante or gentleman, and you're accustomed to fitting in with the upper class like a 
natural. Moreover, you have established a good rapport with -or perhaps blackmailed- a few notable 
members of high society, and may call on them for favors. If you find yourself in another world, you'll have 
similar connections and relationships among the power elite. 

Preteen Superteam:300 CP, can be taken multiple times, One Free for We've Got Each Other, and That's 
Enough 
You have an ally here to help you along! You may choose to import up to eight of your companions or gain 
a totally new one; either way, they gain 400 CP, which may only be spent on powers, and have a 
background and homeroom of equivalent cost to yours. 

Rainmaker Kid: 200 CP 
You have your choice of any superpower useless in offense or defense, does not include super intelligence, 
or luck, etc. There is a reason the Rainmaker Program children are nicknamed “the stupid powered kids;” 
the new Rainmaker Program includes such people as a boy who can dig faster than most kids can run, 
another who can turn any non-living organic matter into edible substances with whatever flavor or 
nutrition profile he wants, and a goddess of the hearth, who in her present state can do little more than 
find someone their soulmate and cure infertility, and a boy who can reproduce any music he has ever 
heard. These powers or more are at your fingertips! 

Strong Because I Need To Be: 200 CP, Free Dorm Orphan 
You've gone through a lot and you have a more resilient mind becomes of it; your willpower is easily the 
equal of G Gordon Liddy. 

Blending In: 300 CP, Free Average Folks 
You're really good at going unnoticed and fading into the background, as long as you don't do anything 
exceptional or have an appearance that defies the norm you'll almost always be overlooked for just about 
anything. 

Alpha-Technological Skill: 400 CP, Discount Herschel Clay's Homeroom 
You are a very clever child; in fact you have such a brilliant inventive mind that you are able to design, 
develop proofs,  devices and theorems at least seventy-five years ahead of the technological curve for one 
field of science. Or have the equivalent of a PhD/MD for almost every major area of study, not counting 
specialty degrees and subfields .  If you were in any other school you'd be that under ten-year-old prodigy 
in the postdoc program, but thankfully you're receiving a decent education under the tutelage of someone 



you can actually learn something from. 

Boy/Girl Wizard: 400 CP, Discount Madam Vashti's Homeroom 
Whether it stems from possession of some arcane talisman, being smart enough to figure out those dusty 
old books your weird grandpa left you when he passed, or being the latest member of a great mystic 
bloodline, you know a more than reasonable for your age amount of magic. People in this world tend to be 
best at one kind of magical effect, so choose something like illusions, enchanting, necromancy, evocation, 
or warding that you are really good at. You can still learn other things; you just won't be quite as amazing 
at them. 

Miscellaneous Meta: 400 CP, Discount Wayne Miller’s Homeroom and Cristina Kyle’s Homeroom 
Maybe you are really stretchy, maybe you have a mysterious force keeping you safe and out of trouble, 
maybe you can jump extremely high and talk to insects. If there's a superpower that doesn't quite fit in 
with the other categories you can get a reasonable amount of it here, definitely not national level power, 
but certainly enough to rule the streets. You may choose up to three thematically related abilities 

Good morning Professor jumper!100 CP free for drop in
your students like you, if you are in such a position that you regularly and formally teach someone 
something, such as master to apprentice or sensei or professor , etc.they become greatly fond of you, this 
is due to your impeccable teaching style and “contextual charisma”  if you like this fondness can also 
extend to a love of  the subject you are  teaching.

Good morning class! 100 CP free and mandatory for drop-in
you're good at teaching, in addition to a baseline of knowledge, you learned about teaching from 
Herschel's teaching machine you're actually a natural at this, and have managed to pick up a few things for 
miss Kyle's experience as well. Whenever you try to teach something normally teachable you'll find you do 
it a little bit quicker and a lot more enjoyably.

Jumper sensei 200/900 CP, discounted for drop in
choose a normal martial art or physical discipline such as CrossFit or parkour   You now have  enough 
skill and experience with it to be a qualified instructor of it/ for an additional 700 points , you may 

choose a supernatural martial art/physical discipline of your own devising  Similar to what is Found in
 kung fu hustle or other wuxia films.

Learning from your students  300 CP, discounted for drop in
the thing about the teacher student relationship is a despite a teacher usually knowing more than the 
student, it doesn't mean they know everything the student doesn't, with this, you'll be sure to pick up a 
few things by osmosis from any group of people you spend a significant amount of time around. 
Additionally, if you are training someone in a physical discipline martial art or even just leading an exercise 
group, you'll find that your gains are increased by a faction of theirs.
Note this is not power, copying, unless it's something you could have learned from them Normally you 
won't be able to gain it with this way.

A little privacy, please 300 CP, discounted for drop in
you have to put your super suit on somewhere, with this, almost whenever  you are unmonitored you'll
be able to find a rectangular space just big enough to change your clothes in that will remain unmonitored 
and overlooked by everyone for no more than ten minutes , this can't be used to hide from enemies 



actively seeking you, but if you have some other reason to want a nook where you won't be disturbed it'll 
work.

FISS:300CP for each rank, discounted for Drop-In. 
You are a minor FISS, an annoyingly common sort of super. You have the powers of flight, invulnerability, 
superspeed and superstrength, but you are  not necessarily a very powerful FISS. You only fly at around 80 
mph with a proportionate amount of speed and reaction time, your skin is able to shrug off small arms, 
and you can only lift about 1 ton. Fortunately for you every time you take this ability all of these 
superpowers increase by a factor of 3.5 in potency, but with diminishing returns, as explained in the table 
below. However, you do have to select the “Nothing Special” Drawback.
 
Second Rank: 
3.5x improvement from previous. Your skin is able to shrug off anti-material weaponry 
Third Rank: 
3x improvement from previous, 10.5x base total; your skin is able to shrug off high explosives. 
Fourth Rank: 
2.5x improvement from previous, 26.25x base total; you can easily survive a direct hit from a battleship’s 
main guns. 
Fifth Rank: 
2x improvement from previous, 52.5x base total; you could probably shrug off Little Boy 

A+ work 400 CP, discounted for drop in
your students are certainly eager and they are certainly learning a impressive amount. It seems like no 
matter what your teaching them or what kind of limitations or setbacks they may have . You can help your 
students transcend their limitations and grow to your level of knowledge and strength. 

Items  and companions
Holographic Disguise: 100 CP, Free with any Homeroom 
Changing in and out of costumes takes a while and there just aren't enough locker rooms to let a whole 
school do it, so instead attendance at PS238 comes with a free holographic disguise that will make you 
look like a regular kid, no matter if you're a giant blue muscle head, stuck in a hover chair, or little more 
than a pair of glowing eyes and a seething mass of darkness under a cape. 
Basic Super Suit: 100 CP per level, one purchase Free with any Homeroom 
You have a standard ”Iron Wear” superhero outfit, when intact it's rugged enough to take most of the 
punishment the life of an active superhero/villain would require but once the surface tension is broken it's 
only as strong as of good set of denim. For the second level you get a custom nanofiber outfit, which in 
addition to being just as strong, has extensive self-repair capabilities and will automatically resize itself to 
fit any humanoid shape. Both levels includes free design consultations for a unique superhero symbol and 
costume design which you will think is cool and enjoy wearing, although it might eventually look dated. 
Additionally, if you have Power Armor as well as the second level of this item, these capabilities are 
integrated into the Armor. 
Fill-In-The-Blank-Arangs: 100 CP, Free Drop-In 
You have a selection of throwing weapons themed after your superhero identity with a number of special 
payloads. Some of these might explode, give off EMPs, serve as smoke bombs, release puddles of acid, 



contain sleeping gas, leave behind adhesive traps, or just be very, very sharp and durable. You can only fit 
so many of them on your person, but the box that they come in will never empty, although it is too bulky 
to carry around in a combat situation. 
Communicator watches -50 CP
this set of eight watches is linked via quantum entanglement to allow real-time audiovisual 
communication, just aim in the face at whatever it is you want video of and turn the knob to the 
appropriate other watch, also records up to three hours of high-definition video with sound. 

Power Glove: 200 CP 
Angie randomly decides to make you a copy of her glove and it's so rad! This glove has an entire 
engineering section's worth of tools (minus metal lathe and 3-D printer) built into a gauntlet that weighs 
no more than 3 pounds, it is perhaps the most versatile piece of equipment in the world. 
Utility Ray/Wand: 200 CP, Discount Heroic/Villainous Legacy, Discount Alpha Technological Skill (Ray Only), 
Discount Boy/Girl Wizard (Wand Only) 
You gain a functioning prototype and methods for constructing for one of the more common and 
utilitarian ray guns or wands, such as a Shrink-Ray, Growth-Beam, Gravity-Wand, Stasis-Wand, or Mind-
Control Ray. The Mind Control can be fought off with sufficient willpower and the Shrinking effect reduces 
people to about an inch, Growth allows humans to reach up to 40 feet with a commensurate increase in 
strength and durability to get around that pesky square-cube law. Any wand or ray comes with an 
integrated reverse switch. Additionally, if you get this through purchasing Power Armor, it’s integrated into 
the armor. Furthermore, anything that enhances magic or science skill will enhance it, though only for that 
kind of device (for example, a boost to your magical power will make any wands you have more effective, 
but will not aid your Stasis Ray). You can purchase this item multiple times, to either get multiple wands or 
rays or to combine them as a single device. 



Assault Ray/Wand: 200 CP, Discount Heroic/Villainous Legacy, Discount Alpha Technological Skill (Ray 
Only), Discount Boy/Girl Wizard (Wand Only) 
You gain a ranged weapon capable of firing an energy Ray or solid projectile of your choosing. It fires in a 
sniper beam, charge shot, continuous beam, rapid pulse, shotgun style spread, five way shot duck foot 
style spread, homing projectile volley, mortar blast or a wide beam area denial pattern, chosen at time of 
purchase. Additionally, if you get this through purchasing Power Armor, it’s integrated into the armor. 
Furthermore, anything that enhances magic or science skill will enhance it, though only for that kind of 
device (for example, a boost to your magical power will make any wands you have more effective, but will 
not aid your Stasis Ray). You can purchase this item multiple times, to either get multiple wands or rays or 
to combine them as a single device. 
Teacher 500 CP , discounted for drop in
the faculty of PS 238, were some of the best superheroes of their time in their day, and there are not half 
bad teachers either with this is one of them will join you on your journey. All
Schoolmate 400 CP
you're liable to make some friends at school and with this you can have them join on your journey, 
choose one of the kids attending PS 238 and gain them as a companion.
Cecil Holmes: 400 CP, Discount Drop-In 
You made friends with Cecil Holmes, who will become a Companion. Due to his history of dimensional 
travel and unique luck at picking up trinkets and absorbing strange energies he may select up to two perks 
(each worth no more than 100 CP) or one  item (worth no more than 500 CP)in every world he visits, 
though these are only for his own personal use. He is quite impulsive and very much a “type-A 
personality”, but he's a good kid and is loyal to his friends, even if he does have a tendency to be a little 
paranoid. 
Cecil has the ability to detect abnormal abilities, a coat that allows him to fly and turn invisible, a 
dependable Shrink-Ray, and an impressive talent for lateral problem-solving. Note if you pod him instead 
of taking this option he will not receive the perks/items. He doesn't like to share, although he will happily 
help whenever. Note: any usage of methods other than peaceful negotiation to get these toys will result in 
him being returned to his home dimension immediately taking everything with him . 
Portable S.I.I.T.S 9000:800 CP  discounted for drop in
This handy little device will wrap up anything smaller than an average adult Indian elephant in a powerful 
force field and send it zooming into the nearest star! Especially clever hackers might be able to get past the 
force field once, but it does have a learning algorithm and won't fall for the same trick twice 
Utility Belt: 800 CP  discounted for drop in
In addition to a PDA, storage space, standard and electronic lock picks, smoke bombs, fifty replenishing 
and personalized business cards, and a power assist grappling line, there are a whole bunch of convenient 
gadgets stored in this useful accessory. Twice per day, you may find just the thing you need for any 
ridiculous situation and simply chalk it up to a combination of luck and prep time, at least so long as the 
needed gadget could conceivably fit in a belt and you could conceivably obtain it. If you need a can of 
shark repellent, you will have shark repellent. 
Power Armor: 800 CP, Discount Heroic/Villainous Legacy, Alpha Technological Skill, and Boy/Girl Wizard 
You gain a set of power armor tailored to your body and tastes with the following capabilities: stabilized 
flight boots which can fly at 40 mph, ECM jamming and resistance, hologram emitter which can create 
multiple images to make the wearer harder to target, 



magnetic repeller, lie detector, infrared goggles, sonar, radar and energy detector sensors with HUD, life-
support system with hazmat and environmental capabilities, voice modulator, strength enhancement up to 
a ton, modular weapon system, on-board AI/spirit advisor computing system, and an integrated Utility or 
Assault Ray or Wand. The armor covers your whole body with force fields or its own plating; either way, it's 
enough to withstand a mortar blast, but the whole system folds down to the size of a lunchbox when not 
in use. 

Drawbacks
You may take up to two drawbacks for a maximum of +600 CP and gain their points, if you wish for 
additional choices. 

Barry Ween Chip: +100 CP 
You've been implanted with a Barry Ween chip. This makes it literally impossible for you to use profanity of 
any sort, obscene hand gestures become spasms, obscene words are replaced after the first syllable, and 
tirades of profanity become show tunes. Don’t want to corrupt the kiddies! 

Too Cool For S-zzzzzzz : +100 CP 
You get very, very fatigued in classrooms and anytime you try to do schoolwork or study. You have a 
tendency of just falling asleep or not paying attention; only through strength of will and effort will you 
actually learn anything. 

The Good Guys Always Win! : +200 
No matter what you do, it feels the good guys always win in the end (Whether they’re actually victorious 
or not). If you're evil, this leads to a massive inferiority complex. If you're good, this leads to massive 
overconfidence in your abilities, either way the effects on your confidence are staggering. 
Praetorian Prospect: +200CP 
The Headmaster of Praetorian Academy has decided he wants you as a student, and so he will have you as 
a student, even if it means repeatedly sending squads of power-armored goons to capture you. Expect to 
regularly face-off against these enforcers, at least their armaments are designed to be nonfatal but they 
are very skilled and more powerful you are the more he will want you in his program. 
Nothing Special. :+200 CP, Required with FISS 
You've got power alright, else you wouldn't be here. But for some reason, people look at you and go 
"meh, you're just like a weaker X." You won't enjoy the fulfilling novelty others might get as a result of 
their powers; other supers might even look down on you because of how common your powers are. 
Parody is Fair Use: +300 CP 
You become a mockery of whatever you intend to be, no matter what it is. Grim anti-heroes who want 
to end the evil forever always fail to kill their enemies, bright and noble heroes of justice kill people 
left and right on accident, and that neutral guy who doesn’t care keeps ending up being the figurehead 
for various causes. 



Playground Bully: +300 CP 
Some smarmy brat of a classmate has it out against you. They're not necessarily more powerful or even 
smarter, but their powers are a hard counter to yours. No matter what you do or say, they have an 
irresistible urge to be an asshole to you. 
New Kid: +400 CP 
You find yourself with no memories of other than those of your Background here (or none at all if you’re a 
Drop-In) and no access to your Warehouse or any abilities not from this world. Any Companions you may 
bring along are similarly affected. 
I've Made A Huge Mistake: +400 CP 
On a particularly distracted day you've signed minion pledges to both Zodon and his arch-rival Victor Von 
Fogg. Naturally, they see this as you trying to force them against each other so you can come out the 
victor. They are both evil hyper intelligent gadgeteers, and now they are coming after you. 

Ending: 

Congratulations, you’ve survived ten years here and (presumably) graduated PS238! Now you’ve got to 
figure out what you’re doing next. In any case, all Drawbacks are revoked, and any Background memories 
fade into simply memories you can draw upon as needed. 
Homecoming: 
You’re done. You’ve just lived through ten years of PRIMARY EDUCATION, who knows where you might end 
up next? Best not to risk it. You wake up at home, finished with your journey. 
Up A Grade: 
You’ve built a good life (and a good Permanent Record) in this world. Why waste it? You can stay here, 
spending the rest of your life in this world. 
Endless Adventure: 
There are always new places to go and new people to meet. With all you’ve learned here, surviving 
wherever you end up should be a snap. 

Notes
 think Spiderman level powers for miscellaneous meta,The kind of people you'd see going against him 
or static. And  yes, these abilities increase with practice and time.

You may not replicate the kinds of things you see available from other  specific things found in this 
jump with  miscellaneous meta, boy/girl wizard or rainmaker kid. 

No, you can't take the same power three times to stack it with miscellaneous meta.

Yes, you can take miscellaneous meta more than once.

Specific things are more powerful , and homerooms and backgrounds will provide appropriate bonuses, 
stacking them together can get you up to national level.

Rainmaker kid doesn't have nearly the same limits as miscellaneous meta, you are classmates with a 
goddess  so if you want to be Danny the street go nuts.

Yes, rainmaker kid  also grows in power with time and practice.



No, you can't use anything generic to enhance anything specific. 

No, nothing even   related to combat can be received through  rainmaker kid, no. Enhanced 
processing ,reflexes, luck , etc. however , if you can figure out how to make a noncombat power such 
as digging or super ventriloquism useful in a fight  By all means go ahead.

Von Fogg  has designed and built what is essentially  a low end the cosmic cube by himself and an 
operates numerous  multimillion dollar businesses.  Zodon created a time machine out of salvage, and 
doesn't have his rivals money so he tries harder. Both are likely to be global level threats Once they get 
out of school, for now they just mess with each other. 

It doesn't matter how many tricks you have , how strong strong, fast, smart or good at magic you are 
you will be able to learn ,train and improve from the teacher's lessons here. They are better than you.

When Alpha-Technological Skill says seventy-five years ahead of the curve, that's ahead of the super 
science available on earth, so think along the lines of Doctor Will Magnus   if you took robotics as your 
specialty, or  Dr. Benton Quest  If you went with a more generalized approach. 

Yes, it works about the same way for Boy/Girl Wizard

Miscellaneous meta-and rainmaker cannot give abilities to copy abilities or grant powers to others. 

FISS is entirely based on meta-ability and cannot be improved in any conventional way.

The teachers and coaches only teach and coach students.

Learning from your students is not power  copying, it is skill, training and knowledge only.

 Yes, you can set up ambushes with a little privacy, please.

Yes, you can bring other people into the space a little privacy, please creates for the duration without it 
disappearing.

Yes Superspeed,super reflexes reflexes and strength can be taught with A+ work as well as used to 
impart anything and everything you may know, but it's going to take a long time plateaus and 
diminishing returns are in full effect. 

No, you can't use it to impart superpowers that aren't gained entirely through study and discipline, FR 
wizard  magic is a yes, but if they don't have a Chakra system. They aren't going to be able to use 
naruto techniques whatsoever.
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